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Abstract: In this paper research is described which aims at the long term goal of a Virtual Airport Tower without the 
need of a real tower building, however with improved functionality. Specifically we address the intermediate step of a 
Remote Airport Tower Center (RTC) for remote surveillance and control of small airports. Because previous work and 
task analyses indicated the importance of the visual information for present days controller's work procedures, an 
experimental high resolution video panorama system was developed as main HMI. Field tests of the reconstructed far 
view yield the effective visual resolution of a 180°-video panorama in agreement with the theoretical predictions. The 
digital video panorama provides the framework for video-see-through augmented vision by integration of additional 
information like weather and transponder data, and it allows for panorama replay. An integrated zoom function 
provides a "foveal" component by means of a remotely controlled pan-tilt zoom camera, including object tracking 
options, with a high resolution exceeding the human eye within an observation angle < 15°. Simulation environments 
are under development, based on a two-airport tower-simulator and a Petri-net based computer simulation using a 
simplified airport microworld. They support design of the new work environment and safety analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Anticipating the future growth of air traffic and the 
framework defined by programs as SESAR, Vision 
2020 or NextGen a need for Remote Control Centers 
already exists and will become more urgent in the near 
future [17[18]]. Furthermore discussions and 
workshops with stakeholders during previous Virtual 
and Remote Tower projects (e.g. [19]) identified the 
need of stakeholders for concepts and solutions for 
Remote Tower Centers (RTC).  
Remote Airport traffic Control Center (RAiCe) 
describes the goal of providing aerodrome control 
service for several small airports from a remotely 
located control center (RTC) without direct far view to 
the airport surface. Because small airfields usually lack 
any advanced electronic surveillance system a high 
resolution augmented vision video panorama as a 
potential low cost system was proposed to replace the 
direct far view out of the tower windows as main 
component of the Human Machine Interface (HMI) 
[1][2]. RTC is realised within the DLR project RAiCe 
as intermediate step towards the Virtual Tower as long 
term goal. 
A number of tower work analyses performed during 
the recent years determined the importance of visual 
surveillance of the tower and apron controllers for 
creating their situational awareness, despite the 
availability of electronic surveillance [3][4][6][14]. In 
the tower environment of large airports the permanent 
refocusing between far view and displays contributes 

to workload and increases head-down time [4]. Both 
may be reduced by a high resolution panorama display 
in a distance to the operator comparable to radar and 
flight data displays. Consequently it is assumed that 
under the guideline of human centered automation, the 
reconstruction of the far view from the control tower of 
small airports will improve the transition process to a 
towerless work environment and make it acceptable to 
the remote Tower Operation (RTO) controller.  
Within the previous DLR project "RapTOr" (Remote 
Airport Tower Operation Research) an RTO 
experimental system was realized at the Braunschweig 
research airport BWE [1][2][14][15]. Research was 
accompanied by a structured work and task analysis 
[5][6] and model based simulations of controller's 
decision processes [8]. An experimental 180° video 
panorama system was developed as core of the RTO 
controller's HMI. For designing a compact RTO work 
environment video see-through augmented tower 
vision (ATV) was realized by integrating information 
from real time image processing and electronic 
surveillance sensors like multilateration into the digital 
videopanorama. ATV was proposed by several authors 
before, however aiming at augmenting the real far 
view by means of optical see through head mounted 
[20] and head up displays, e.g.[11][12] which involve 
the problem of latency between real world changes and 
coherently superimposed information and of visual 
instabilities[13]. This is avoided with the present 
approach. 
Section 2 introduces the basic RTC HMI concept for  
two alternative airport traffic scenarios. Section 3 
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describes the augmented vision video panorama system 
as basis of the experimental RTC. Results of field trials 
are reported in section 4. In section 5 simulation 
environments are described which will be used for 
supporting HMI and RTC-work system design. 
Development of a two-airport RTC-tower simulator as 
well as model based computer simulation are outlined. 
Section 6 provides a conclusion and outlook. 

2. REMOTE TOWER CENTER SCENARIOS 

Within RAiCe different RTC configurations and 
processes for work organisation will be designed and 
validated. Therefore a set of scenarios regarding sensor 
equipment, traffic management and work organization 
is defined. The specific configuration of a center 
depends on the specific local traffic situation, for 
which the centre has to cater. Nevertheless the new 
working environment and structure has to assure that 
air traffic can be managed safely and efficiently. 
As a first step two basic scenarios for remote control 
center configurations have been chosen. They will be 
used for experimentation and validation; therefore they 
are implemented as a part task simulation microworld 
and as a high fidelity simulation. This is described in 
more detail in section 5. 
In the first scenario a small local airport is controlled 
from the tower of a larger airport. Because a regional 
airport by definition has less IFR than VFR traffic an 
improved more efficient kind of work distribution 
between (tower, ground, RTO) controllers can be 
imagined and will be investigated within high fidelity 
simulation environments as well as microworld 
computer simulations (see sect. 5). To operationally 
realize this scenario the compact RTO console would 
be integrated in the tower of the larger airport. 
In the second scenario two small airports will be 
controlled out of a remote tower center (RTC). The 
center has to be located in a suitable area, taking into 
account to be conveniently accessible by the 
controllers and to provide for the high bandwidth data 
transmission connections required for the high 
resolution visual information with 20 – 25 Hz 
framerate. 
On top of these basic traffic scenarios further scenarios 
regarding the sensor equipment, work organization and 
further automation support will be investigated.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL VIDEOPANORAMA 
SYSTEM 

In this section the setup of the experimental RTO 
system at Braunschweig research airport is reviewed 
[1][2][14]. 

3.1 Reconstruction of the Far View 

Motivated by the above mentioned relevance of visual 
information for tower work processes, a high 

resolution video panorama system was set up at 
Brauschweig research airport. 
 It serves as experimental environment for 
investigation of different aspects of the Remote Tower 
Center concept and development of a demonstrator 
[1][2][14]. 
A block diagram of the augmented vision video 
panorama system is depicted in Figure 1. The sensor 
component consists of four high resolution (1600 x 
1200 pixels) high dynamic range (14 bit/pixel) CCD 
cameras (P1, 2, 3, 4) covering the Braunschweig airport 
within 180° and a remotely controlled pan-tilt zoom 
camera (P5: PTZ). 

Fig. 1: Schematic block diagram of augmented vision video 
panorama system. Wide light arrow indicates visual information for 
the controller. 

The cameras (photo in Fig.1) are positioned ca. 20 m 
above the airport surface, horizontally aligned on top 
of  a building at the southern boundary of the airport 
with 100 m distance to Braunschweig tower, 400 m 
south of the runway 08/26 (1670 m). The vertical 
aperture angle of about 20° (half angle with respect to 
the horizontal line of sight) allows for a closest 
surveillance distance of about 60 m. For each camera 
the signals with 25 frames/s are split into two outputs. 
One feeds the data compression and encryption 
(AES256) for transmission to the RTO HMI, while the 
other drives the simultaneous real time image 
processing running on a parallel workstation. Figure 2 
shows an aerial view of the Braunschweig research 
airport indicating camera position and camera viewing 
sectors. 
A GBit ethernet switch feeds the images from the five 
sensors into a single mode fiber optic data link which 
transfers the typically 100 MBit/s data (night-day 
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average) of the panorama system and PTZ over a 
distance of 450 m to the visualisation system. A second 
GBit ethernet switch splits the incoming data into five 
output channels for decompression with one PC per 
camera. The PCs also synchronize the displays of the 
four segments. Each camera is remotely controlled 
with respect to aperture and γ correction. The PTZ 
camera is controlled with respect to azimuth, vertical 
angle and zoom (Z = 1 - 23-fold, focal width 3.6 mm – 
82.8 mm, corresponding to 54° - 2.5° visual angle). An 
overall latency time between image acquisition and 
panorama visualization of 230 ms – 270 ms was 
measured by means of a special shuttered laser 
arrangement. 

Fig. 2: Braunschweig research airport BWE with 1.67 km runway 
08/26 extending E-W, fiber optic data link (thin yellow lines) 
connecting sensor containers. Circle with radiating lines indicate 
panorama camera position and sectors respectively.(Photo: DLR) 

The Augmented Vision Videopanorama (AVP-) HMI 
for a single operator / single airport surveillance in its 
initial version is based on four 21"-LCD-monitors 
(UXGA, 1600x1200 Pixels) for displaying the 
reconstructed panorama and a separate one for display 
of the remotely controlled PTZ-camera [14][15]. 
The latest version (Fig.3) is a backprojection system 
using a selfmade compact construction with beamers 
projecting onto 31", with 1400x1050 pixels, 3500 
ANSI lm, and contrast 3000:1). 
Interaction of the operator with the panorama system 
(cameras, weather station, microphone) is performed 
via pen touch-input display. For PTZ positioning the 
target can be defined manually or by automatic 
movement detection. A rectangular contour is 
positioned at the respective location of the panorama, 
defining the target area to be enlarged. With the 
tracking mode turned on the square moves coherently 
with the corresponding object. An algorithm for real 
time movement detection is running on a separate 
parallel processor of the image compression PCs of 
each camera. 
The five recording PC's with the compression software 
at the camera position allow for storing panorama and 

zoom data (roughly 500 GByte of data per day) and 
provide the possibility of complete panorama replay.  
In order to obtain a compact RTO HMI which should 
fit into a typical tower environment of a larger airport, 
one of the pen touch-input displays in the console of 
Fig. 3 is designed to incorporate video panorama 
control features as well as traffic information, e.g. 
electronic flight strips. A mini-panorama at the top is 
updated with 1 Hz and serves for commanding the PTZ 
camera orientation via pointing of the touch-pen. The 
display also contains buttons for optical PTZ-
parameters and activation of automatic object tracking 
via movement detection, a virtual joystic as an 
additional option for PTZ orientation, and weather 
data. For minimizing the number of additional 
interaction systems and displays integration of relevant 
traffic information into the videopanorama by using 
ugmented vision techniques is one of the design 

goals.  

t surveillance, integrating 
videopanorama. Backprojection displays for cameras no. 1=W – 4= 

d pen touch-input interaction display 
to: DLR) 

 shown in 

ode, a/c label 

(red)which, after geo-referencing are 

a

 

Fig. 3: RTO HMI for 180° single airpor

E, PTZ display below (right), an
(left) integrated in the table.(Pho

3.2 Augmented Vision 

Within the video panorama real-time aircraft position 
information is integrated as obtained from the 
multilateration system at the Braunschweig airport via 
the aircraft (a/c) transponder. An example is
Fig. 4 where in display no.4 (E) a yellow transponder 
code with multilateration position is shown. 
It indicates a/c position on the approach glide path. 
Under reduced visibility this Augmented Tower Vision 
(ATV) feature allows for localizing the a/c near the 
correct position because the transponder c
and numerical information are integrated near the 
nominal a/c image location in real time.  
Another example of augmented vision data is the 
integration of GPS-position information transmitted 
via ADS-B. An example is shown in Fig. 4 where D-
GPS data measured during flight testing (see sect. 4) 
are superimposed on the video in the form of flight 
trajectories 
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transformed from geographical into display 
coordinates. 

Fig. 4: Screenshot of camera no. 4 (= E) display showing 
augmentation during landing. Superimposed glide path (violett), 
GPS-trajectories (red), multilateration position (yellow, from 
transponder) and automatic movement detection (red square). 

Contours of the movement areas are superimposed on 
the reconstructed panorama for guiding the operators 
attention during low visibility to those areas where 
moving vehicles are expected. Movement areas are 
also the preferred targets of a high resolution 

he far view addressed 
hum ime and 

4] by using transparent 

sual system is based on 

ue of the human eye) may be 

equation 

The theoretical e PTZ-camera 
is given by αZ = 1 arcmin ( Z = 

the 
videopanorama system usability including the zoom 

as set up for experts and 

(640x512) infrared camera system with PTZ function 
operating in the mid-IR range (2-5 μm) which is 
presently integrated in the experimental system for 
improving night vision and visibility under CAT I 
conditions. 
One important advantage of the so called video see-
through augmented vision technique using the digital 
video panorama is the easy integration of augmented 
vision features. This characteristic avoids the problem 
of (computational) delay between real scene and 
augmented information of the optical see-through 
technology as realized with the head–up and head 
mounted techniques [11][12][20]. Initial laboratory 
experiments  and theoretical investigations with 
superimposed information on t
the an performance such as response t
head down time reduction [
displays for reducing the number of monitors [11][12], 
and the problem of uncontrolled perceptual switching 
due to ambiguous stimuli [13]. 

3.3 Expected Performance 

Performance analysis of the vi
the assumption that delay and optical resolution are the 
most important parameters for optimizing system 
quality. Other important parameters are visual contrast 
and dynamic range which, however, were not in the 
focus of the present research.  
By using the fundamental relationship G / B =  (g/f – 
1) ≈ g / f , with f = focal length = 12.5 mm, g = object 
distance, G = object size, B = image size, and a CCD 
pixel size of p = 7.5 μm (+ 0.5 μm gap), the vertical 

object size at g = 1 km distance corresponding to 1 
Pixel is G / B = 0.6 m / 1 Pixel vertical, or ca. 2 arcmin 
angular resolution, and 1 m / 1 Pixel along the line of 
sight. The observable resolution at the videopanorama 
HMI is reduced due to imperfect optics of the camera, 
the dynamic (illumination dependent) image 
compression, and resolution of the display system. The 
optimistic resolution value of about 2' (two times the 
diffraction limited val
approached with decreasing camera aperture, which is 
of course possible only under good light conditions 
and object – background contrast. For realization of the 
panorama only 1424x1066 Pixels of each camera (50° 
viewing angle) are actually used in order to match the 
180° panorama angle. 
With the known size and distances of static objects on 
the airfield it is possible to evaluate the practically 
achieved effective video panorama resolution as 
compared to the theoretical estimate of 2 arcmin. For 
verification we used the red-white (1 m squares) 
multilateration sensor-containers at the end points of 
the fiber-optic data network as reference objects (see 
Fig.3, height and width G = 2 m). The nearest 
containers as captured by the NE and E-looking 
camera P3,4 are located at distances gE = 400.8 m (Ref.-
Obj. 1) and gNE = 588 m (dark blue circle, Ref. Obj. 2) 
respectively. With the above mentioned lens 
we obtain 7.8 and 5.3 pixels respectively of the camera 
chip covered by the container images in the vertical 
direction. These values correspond to a measured 
resolution of  αV

exp = 1.7 arcmin for Ref.Obj. 1 and  
αV

exp =  1.4 arcmin for Ref.Obj. 2 [14], which appears 
reasonably close to the theoretical estimate. 

 angular resolution of th
 pH / Z f0, yielding αZ = 

4, viewing angle 2Θ = 15°) and  αZ = 0.2 arcmin ( Z = 
23, viewing angle 2Θ = 2.5°), with pH = horizontal 
pixel size = 4.4 μm and f0 (Z = 1) = 3.6 mm. 

4. FIELD TESTING 

In this section we review the results obtained by flight 
testing for determining the subjectively experienced 
visual resolution of the reconstructed far view. The 
main question to be answered refers to the 
comparability of the video panorama with the real view 
out of the tower windows with regard to the control 
tasks of the operators. For validation of 

function a flight-test plan w
non-experts to evaluate identical scenarios under real 
view and video panorama conditions. Here we report 
on two experiments performed in 2007 on May 21 with 
clear sky and 22  with reduced visibility (< 10 km). 

4.1 Experimental Design 

Flight tests of two hour duration each, with the DLR 
DO-228 (D-CODE) test aircraft were designed with 
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successions of approach, touch-and-go (or low 
approach) and takeoff. Five subjects (2 controllers of 
the Braunschweig Tower (S1,S2) and 3 non-experts (S3, 
S4, S5, members of the human factors department)) 
observed the flyby from a position near the panorama 
camera system and monitored times of 11 
characteristic events e1 – e11: out of sight, low / steep 
dept. angle, take-off, touchdown, approach main / 
grass runway, landing gear down / up, steep approach, 
first sighting. The measurements were performed with 
notebook (touch input) computers by each subject 
using a specially designed data input software (GUI). 
Pilots received the flight plan for up to 16 approaches. 

 is 
own in Fig.5, including event observation positions 

 

ically 

l crossing of 
point early or 

eep angle. 
llow for the 
 parameter 
he different 
ain runway) 

 all approaches of additional (non-D-

ith the video panorama replay after a 

deo, ei) < 0 
and > 0 for approaching (app) and departing (dpt) a/c 

ificant negative delay measured as overall 
mean for e  (landing gear visible, -13.0 ± 2.0 s and -

ared to the 
real view conditions (e.g. e11(real view): a/c (lights) 
recognized at ca. 8 km). If we assume that detection 

For the trials a LAN with time synchronized camera 
and data acquisition touch-input laptops was used. One 
of the GPS trajectories recorded for each flight with 

onboard Omnistar satellite navigation systemthe 
sh
x(ei) of the corresponding observation times t(ei).  
For the present task of determining the perceived video 
resolution only the four well defined events with the 
lowest time variances were used (see Table 1). 

Fig. 5: GPS trajectory no. 4 out of 11 test flights of pre-testing at 
13/12/06 (clockwise direction). Open / filled symbols represent event 
observations under real view / video panorama conditions. Approach 
direction 260° with touchdown near ARP at 0 km (52°19'09" N, 10° 
33'22" E). Vertical lines = 10 s intervals on flight trajectory.  

The distance between the airport reference point ARP 
and departure and approach turning points was ca. 4 
km and 14 km respectively. Flights were performed 
under VFR conditions. Each flyby was characterized 
by 6 parameters, with parameter values statist
mixed: 1. approaching main (concrete) or grass 
runway; 2. approach angle normal or high; 3. landing 

within the approaches. They had to activate the 
corresponding field of their input display of the tablet 
PC and set a time mark at the time of their observation 
of one out of the 11 possible events during each of the 
D-CODE approaches / flybys (e.g. a/c visible = first 
sighting of aircraft under the given (weather) 
conditions). Also
CODE) a/c were monitored. Experts and non-experts 
were briefed separately before the first experiment, 
with both groups filling separate questionaires. 

4.2 Results and Discussion : Videopanorama 

For each trial raw data from all subjects and for all 
approaches under real view conditions were collected 
into a single data file. Evaluation of the different 
approach, touch-and-go, and departure conditions 
yields the inter-subject time measurement scattering 
with mean and standard deviation (stdev) of the sample 
and standard errors (sterr) of mean for the n = 5 
subjects [2][14]. 
Detailed information on the difference between real 
view and video panorama are obtained by repeating the 
experiments w
week or more in order for the subjects to no longer 
remember the different flight conditions. It was 
expected that due to lower resolution of the 
videopanorama (theoretical estimate αV ≈ 2 arc min, 
see section 3) as compared to the real view, distant 
events of approaching /departing a/c (like first / last 
sighting of a/c) should receive an earlier/later mark 
under real view as compared to video observation. 
Correspondingly within-subject evaluations of the 
direct viewing and video panorama replay observations 
yields time differences  t(real view, ei) – t(vi

gear out: early, normal, late; 4. low leve
airport or touch and go; 5. touch down 
late; 6. departure angle normal, low angle, st
While pilots had a detailed plan to fo
sequence of approaches with different
values, the subjects only knew about t
possibilities (e.g. approach grass or m

respectively. 
Results of the initial trial #1 were reported in [2][14], 
showing experimental visual resolution between 1.3 
and 2 arc min, already  in reasonable agreement with 
the theoretical prediction and with the verification 
measurements (see sect. 3.3). In Table 1 the results for 
four of the 11 possible observation types are shown for 
the trials #2, 3 (May 21, sunny day & 22/07, cloudy 
day), for all subjects and all those flights with pairs of 
observation (time marks) of real view – video, with no. 
of observation pairs N, mean Δt(real view - video), 
standard deviation and std. error of mean.  

All displayed events exhibit reproducible and 
significant pos.(dpt.) and neg.(app.) delays between 
video panorama and real view conditions. For example 
the sign

8
13.2± 1.2 s respectively) shows this event to be 
observable with video only 0.7 km closer to the airport 
(a/c speed ca. 100 kn = 185 km/h), as comp
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time difference is determined by the difference of 
op twe re (re n  
human eye ca. αE ≈ 1  =
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Fig. 6: Mean event-observation position differences Δx 
video replay) between real far view and video panoram
versus mean GPS-position estimate of xE  (= distance from event 
position xE  to airport reference point ARP) for trial #3. Error bars 
represent S.E. of means. Straight line: linear reg

E

1 4 5 8 11
were used for this evaluation. For applying a 
regression procedure the independent variable "event
ei" has to be replaced by a quantifiable variable. A 
linear model is obtained when considering th
observation distance x as obtained from the GPS 
reference trajectory instead of the observation time, 
yielding the Δx(E – V) = vE(t) Δt versus xE dependence 
for regression analysis as depicted in Fig. 6 for trial #3 
(cloudy day). 

tical resolution be en al view solutio  of the
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For suitable events with known object size the single 
Δt-values allow for calculation of  αV  via: 

( ) 1
EEEV Δt/Gvα1αα −+=                     (1) 

where the resolution angle α  is given by αE,V = G / 
xE,V  measured in rad, with event observation distance 
xE,V under real view (E) and video replay (V) 
conditions. G is the object size, e.g. aircraft cross 
section for e11 or landing gear wheel size for e8. For e8 
we obtain in this way αV = 1.4 αE  (with G(main 
wheel) = 0.65 m, vE = 100 kn). For e11 (using G(cabin) 
= 1.8 m) trial #3 yields 1.3 αE. Both values are in 
agreement within the experimental uncertainty, 
although smaller (even better) than the theoretical 
estimate. 
The extremely large observation time difference and 
s.d. of e11 in trial #2 is due to real view event 
registration under clear view conditions (mostly expert 
subjects S1, S2) long before the a/c turned towards 
approach at the ILS turning point. In order to obtain a 
statistically relevant and model based mean value, a 
linear regression procedure is employed for those 
events where the optical resolution (more or less 
modified by image contrast) may be assumed to play 
the dominant role for event timing. Because e1 was 
unreliable due

(real view – 
a conditions 

ression. 

The scatter plot of the four data points ([x , Δx = vEΔt], 
for e4, e5, e8, e11) is obtained by correlating the 
measured time values with the corresponding GPS 
position data.  
For data fitting the theoretical relationship 

( ) ( ) EVE x/αα1videoeyeΔx −=−             (2) 

ussion: Zoom Function 

In order to decrease the duratio  

 

r)    

( ) 1
1EV 1αα −−= β                        (3) 

is employed. With the slope β1 = Δx/xE =  0.429 (± 
0.02 std.err., R2 = 0.99, significance level F = 321 at p 
= 0.003) the corresponding αV estimate of 1.75 arcmin 
(±0.08) is obtained, exhibiting even better agreement 
with the predictions of section 3.4 than the initial 
trial#1, reported in [14]. 

4.3 Results and Disc

n of the replay
experiments for evaluating observations with the PTZ 
camera (e11, e8) only the approach sections of the 
videos until touchdown (event e5) were used. Because 
due to this procedure time synchronization with real-
view experiments was lost, PTZ experiments were
related to panorama replay with touchdown time as 
common reference. For data evaluation equation (1) 
with substitution of  αV through αPTZ and αE through 
aV was used, yielding 

Trial #2 (clea
Event ei

N Mean 
Δt / s 

S.D.  
/ s 

S.E.
/ s 

e11: A/C visible   54 -85.1 77.9 10.7
e8: Gear visible  42 -13.0 12.9 2.0 
e5: touchdown 22 +1.8 1.0 0.2 
e4: Takeoff 17 +2.3 2.5 0.6 

Trial #3(cloudy) N Mean  S.D
Event ei Δt / s 

.  S.E.  
/ s / s 

e11: A/C visible 54 -26.5 18.3 2.5 
e8: Gear visible 44 -13.2 7.6 1.2 
e5: touchdown 25 +2.0 1.0 0.2 
e4: Takeoff 23 +2.0 1.4 0.3 
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( ) 1
VVPTZ t/Gvα1αα −Δ+=                     (4) 

The experimental results for the effective PTZ 
resolution yield mean values αPTZ = 1.2 – 1.3 arcmin 
for zoom 84 
obs

round the airport on each of the two days, 
 as 
 Δt 

n relation to the airport 

s, the human-system interaction, and the 

stitute the static 

c action model, controller 
model (from left to right).

The interaction model includes sub networks for 
description of information resources, such as radio 
communication and visual perception of the traffic 
situation. Consequently the human model(s) and 
machine model(s) can work independently from each 
other for certain time periods.   

nt. In the present version 

(ellipses) at the left and right of the figure represent 

 factor Z = 3.6 – 4, obtained from 
ervations of  events e11 and 24 observations of e8.  

They are reasonably close to the theoretical value αPTZ 
≈ 1' = αE as obtained under the hypothesis of  
resolution limited object detection times. These data 
were obtained with 20 subjects observing those three 
rounds a
which included a touchdown (e5) to be used
common PTZ – videopanorama reference with
(Panorama – PTZ) ≈ 0 s. 

5. RTC-SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS 

The design and development of the new Remote Tower 
Center work environment is supported by tower 
simulator based and microworld computer simulations 
which are controlled by formal process and decision 
models. 

5.1 Airport Microworld Computer Simulation 

In previously reported work [6] the formalised results 
of an airport tower work and task analysis provided the 
input data for a Formal Airport Control Model 
(FAirControl) for the simulation of the controller 
decision making processes at the tower work positions. 
In [8][9] it is shown how the results of a cognitive 
work analysis are transferred into an executable human 
machine model, based on Colored Petri Nets (CPN) 
[10] as graph theoretical tool for simulating the 
controllers work processes i
processes.  
The formal model allows for evaluation of different 
alternatives of work organization under simplified but 
reproducible laboratory conditions. It also supports the 
design of the new work environment and the 
monitoring of psychological parameters, e.g. 
uncovering of reduced situational awareness. The 
model is separated into submodels for the human agent 
(controller),  human system interaction, and the traffic 
process [6][8][9]. The corresponding highest hierarchy 
CPN level is shown in Fig.7. 
Rectangles represent substitution transitions between 
places (ellipses) as system states representing three 
subnets for (from left to right) the airport traffic 
proces
decision making of the cognitive agent (controller) on 
the lower CPN-hierarchy levels. Ellipses represent the 
places for tokens which dynamically move througout 
the net structure via activated (firing) transitions, and 
together with the transitions they con
structure of the system. In Fig.7 they represent the 
process tasks, events and the human ressources (three 
places at the right), which are connected via the 
interaction substitution-transition with the input/output 

states and the airport ressources (three places at the 
left).  
The state of the airport process model (Fig.8) 
determines the type and content of visual and 
electronic surface traffic information (e.g. usage of 
taxiways, landing clearance) which can be acquired 
and communicated by the controller.  
The V-shaped sequence of places and (replacement) 
transitions represent (from left to right) the 
corresponding timed process sequence from approach 
via taxi-in, apron/parking (block), pushback, taxi-out, 
takeoff, airbound.  

Fig. 7. Controlled airport system as Human Machine System is 
mapped on the highest hierarchy level of a Colored Petri Net. 
Transitions (rectangles) between places as system states (ellipses) 
include subnets for airport pro ess, inter and 

Fig. 8. Subnet for the airport process, including lower level subnets 
for approach, taxi-in, taxi-out processes. 

The controller model (human model) is implemented 
as a Formal Cognitive Resource (FCR) Model [7][9] 
and serves for the description of controller behaviour 
in the tower work environme
it is reduced to a completely rule based process. The 
task execution process on the 3rd CPN hierarchy 
sublevel (as subnet of the controller model on the 2nd 
level, not shown) is depicted in Fig. 9.  
Controller's decisions, e.g. "deliver startup clearance" 
are substitution transitions (rectangles) representing 
decision subnets on the lowest hierarchy level. Places 
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goal states / process states / human ressources and 
actions / events respectively. 

 

 

ts on the third subnet level.

 

ertain implemented 

ld is presently being extended 
process and a 
the possibility 

arios. It also supports the monitoring of 

 

TO console is to provide a 

evaluation of human factors and safety related issues. 

The CPN-controlled airport human machine system 
drives a schematic microworld visualisation via 
TCP/IP based communication between the Petri net 
(Fig. 7) and the visualization , programmed in C++ 
(depicted in Fig. 10). Active communication between 
pilot and controller during task execution is
highlighted by different coloring of the labeling of the 
symbolized aircraft moving within the microworld 
visualization. 

Fig. 9: Controllers tasks which are implemented in the mental model 
of the agen

The formal work process model with graphical
representation of the controlled traffic process 
improves the communication between domain experts 
and system developers by simulating different traffic 
situations to establish a basis for a structured interview 
of those situations. Interviews of two senior controllers 
focused on the visual information from the outside 
view. They provided input for the model development 
[6][8].  

Fig 10: FairControl Airport microworld: Graphical visualization of 
the simulated controlled inbound/outbound sequence of a generic 
small airport.

The present FairControl version with one controller 
managing the microworld airport traffic [21] (see 
Fig.7, in contrast to [8] with two interacting 
controllers) serves for validating c
aspects of the rule based Petri net agents decision 
making and task execution, e.g. selection of alternative 
strategies [16]. For this purpose the agent can be 
turned off and the microworld traffic can be controlled 

by human operators by communication with the airport 
process via the interaction module. The interaction of 
the human operators with the CPN controlled traffic 
process is monitored and the attention/perception can 
be measured via eye-tracking [16]. 
For simulating the simultaneous control of two airports 
from a remote tower center (RTC) the existing 
FAirControl microwor
accordingly by adding a second airport 
second controller agent. It will provide 
to investigate work distribution and performance of 
cooperating controllers in a simplified RTC 
microworld environment under different laboratory 
conditions of work organisation and for different 
traffic scen
psychological parameters, e.g. uncovering of reduced 
situational awareness. 

5.2 Airport Tower Center Simulator 

For investigating possible RTC work system
alternatives with different traffic scenarios, DLR's 
Apron and Tower simulator (ATS) was extended by a 
remote tower operator console as shown in the photo 
of Fig. 11. 

Fig. 11: RTC simulator environment. Photo of the 200° vision system 
of DLR tower simulator (ATS) with extension by the 180°-RTO 
console, showing live Panorama. Photo: DLR.  

The main purpose of the R
live panorama display of the Braunschweig airport 
traffic situation including PTZ camera, displayed on 
the touch input display which is integrated into the 
console (see also Fig.3). Alternatively the console is 
presently prepared for optionally switching into 
simulator mode for displaying a second simulated 
airport traffic situation within DLR's ATS system, by 
means of a second image generator and coupling to the 
traffic simulation engine.  
There are several reasons for validating the RTC 
concept, besides field tests (see sect. 4), also by means 
of integration into a real-time simulation environment. 
First of all it ensures control and reproducibility over 
experimental conditions and constraints. Variation of 
traffic mix and load, environmental conditions and the 
creation of possibly conflicting situations allows the 
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Furthermore, the ability to vary between different 
controller work position (CWP) configurations and 

ble a 
al 

generated by a simulation engine. 

workload and situational awareness. 

Finally esting 

cluding high a 

ta transmission bandwidth 
limitations and delay, and reliability. 
Besides the and video 
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wor hlmann, D. 

man air 
navi

[1] 

I", 
. in Air Transportation 

[2] 
 Fürstenau, N., "Development of 

operational procedures in the simulator will ena
more comprehensive analysis of related organisation
and operational constraints for the implementation of 
the new RTC concept. The intended simulation setup 
supports also the analysis of HMI- and RTC-work 
system design. The real-time simulation capabilities 
are intended for validating the two RTC configurations 
mentioned in section 2:  
1) Integrated RTO working position within a real 
tower environment (e.g. tower cab of larger airport) 
2) RTO working positions located within an RTC for ≥ 
2 small airports (including variation of single-airport- 
and multi-airport-CWPs) 
Integrated into the simulator, the live traffic source of 
the RTO console will be replaced by a virtual 
representation of the outside view, based on traffic 
movements now 
With switching into simulator mode, not only the 
camera view will be replaced by a panorama derived 
from an image generator (IG) but also the position 
data, flight plan data and weather information, and 
airfield lighting will be provided by the simulation. 
Thus also the augmented vision capabilities of the 
RTO CWP are usable and can be examined within the 
validation setup. 
In addition, the setup with two or more RTO consoles 
(two-airport RTC) connected to ≥ 2 image generators 
and traffic engines leads to a multiple-airport RTC 
tower simulation. Both configurations will provide 
simulated air traffic at two different airports within a 
combined work environment.  
Together with the analysis of the simplified 
FairControl microworld (lab-type) simulations, the 
real-time simulator experiments are an integral part of 
the (cycled) concept development- and validation 
process. Due to its characteristics, the experiments 
carried out within the simulator will focus on certain 
specific issues. The experimental design will cover the 
analysis of operational procedures, the dedicated work 
environment and the evaluation of its influences on 
controller 
Additionally the developed work share within the 
combined RTC environment will be observed and 
analysed as well as attention- and perception related 
factors. Within the experiments variation of different 
visual conditions, including reduced visibility 
conditions (fog) as well as a variation of available light 
situations (day- and night-time conditions) will be 
examined. 
To ensure the validation environment is as realistic as 
possible (and necessary), experiences and results from 
field trials at Braunschweig airport  (see sect. 4) can be 
used for calibration and alignment of the simulator 
setup based on comparison between recorded traffic 
data and video signals and simulated air traffic. 

, the setup and configuration of field t
equipment, RTO work positions, and simulation 
environments at the Research Airport Braunschweig 
also allows for using the implemented RTO CWP 
under shadow mode conditions for control of air traffic 
at the BWE airport, i.e. with controllers following the 
real traffic in parallel to the controller staff in charge,  
however without interacting with the pilots. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Basic scenarios and elements of DLR's experimental 
Remote Tower Center (RTC) system at the 
Braunschweig Research Airport are described. 
Quantitative evaluation of field trials for comparing 
real view and video panorama observation verified the 
theoretically predicted video panorama and PTZ 
resolution of ca. 2 arcmin and ca. 1 arcmin (with zoom 
factor Z≈4) respectively. The latter one corresponds to 
the foveal resolution of the human eye and exceeds it 
with increasing Z, approaching the physical diffraction 
limit. Presently extensions of the augmented vision 
videopanorama system are under way for improving 
the low visibility conditions, in
resolution infrared sensor and a second PTZ camera 
near the runway. Another improvement concerns the 
augmented vision function which will be turned into an 
active visual assistance system by enhanced usage of 
automatic image processing. As most important 
extension a second more distant airport will be 
connected to the present experimental system for 
evaluating live video da

 experimental sensor system 
panorama based HMI a RTC simulator environment is 
realized. It consists of a tower simulator including a 
compact remote tower operator (RTO) console, for 
simulated control of two airports and a simplified 
microworld computer simulation for reproducible 
(computer) experiments with different work 
organisation alternatives.  
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